_______has made good progress. He is gaining confidence using letters & sounds to read & write. He participates at circle time. He is working on always doing quality work & consistently making good choices. I loved being his teacher.

_______ has had a terrific year. He is doing a great job reading and writing. He is engaged and actively participates at circle time, uses time well, and gets along with other children. He is helpful & cooperative. I loved being his teacher!

_______ is an excellent reader and writer & contributes a lot to our class. He follows directions independently & does quality work. In class he is cooperative & fun loving. At lunch & specials he needed reminders about self control. I loved being his teacher!

_______had a terrific year. He’s great at reading & writing. He asks good questions & shares his ideas. He’s very well liked & makes good choices. He understands different strategies & explains his thinking clearly! I loved being his teacher!

_______ has had a wonderful year. He is an excellent reader and writer. He contributes great ideas at circle time & makes good choices. He does quality work and adds special details. He is friendly & popular, I loved being his teacher!

_______ has made so much progress. He is a very sweet boy and tries hard. His fine motor skills are good, he knows letters & sounds & is working hard at reading & writing. He treats others nicely and makes good choices. I loved being his teacher.

_______has done a wonderful job in school. He is a great reader and writer & he shares great ideas. He uses time well, follows directions and completes work. He has good self control & treats others nicely. I loved being his teacher!
_______ has had a wonderful year. She is gaining confidence using letters and sounds to read and write. She is quiet but shares some good ideas at circle time. She follows directions, completes work & makes good choices. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has had a wonderful year. She is an excellent reader and writer. She contributes great ideas at circle time & makes good choices. She always does Quality Work and uses time well. She is friendly & sweet, I loved being her teacher!

_______ is a great reader & writer. She participates and contributes at circle time. She follows directions and does quality work, but needs a few reminders to stay on task. She had a wonderful year, I loved being her teacher!

_______ has gained so much confidence. She knows letters & sounds & uses them to read & write. She shares her ideas & interacts well with friends. She makes good choices, follows directions & uses time well. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has excellent skills & contributes a lot to discussions. He needs some reminders about rules, especially at specials. He has made wonderful progress reading & writing & does quality work. I loved being his teacher.

_______ has had a wonderful year. She is a great reader & writer. She contributes a lot at circle time & is very confident. She follows directions but sometimes still hurries through work. She is friendly & sweet, I loved being her teacher!

_______ is doing a great job using letters & sounds to read & write. He still does not participate often at circle time. He follows directions & does quality work. He gets along well with others & uses his time well. I loved being his teacher!
_______ had a good year. She is making great progress reading & writing. She is starting to share more ideas at circle time. Her motor skills are very young but she always tries to finish her work. She was absent a lot. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has done a wonderful job in school. He is a great reader and writer & he shares many ideas. He follows directions and completes work independently, sometimes hurries a little. He has good self control & treats others nicely. I loved being his teacher!

_______ is doing a wonderful job reading and writing. She follows directions & completes work. She contributes to discussions, she needs a few reminders to stay on task while working lately. She has added a lot to our class! I loved being her teacher!

_______ has had a wonderful year. She is a great reader and writer. She contributes many ideas at circle time, she always completes projects & makes good choices. She is friendly & sweet. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has made wonderful progress using letters and sounds to read & write. She makes good choices and is not disruptive at circle time but still does not participate often. She follows rules and completes work. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has had a wonderful year. She is an excellent reader and writer, and includes great details in her stories. She contributes thoughtful ideas at circle time & makes good choices. She does quality work and uses time well. She is friendly & sweet, I loved being her teacher!

_______ is active & fun loving. He has made lots of progress using letters & sounds to read & write. He contributes to discussions but needs reminders about rules, especially at specials. He is working on staying on task. I loved being his teacher.
_______ has made great progress using letter sounds to read & write. Speech still sometimes interferes with matching letters & sounds. He participates at circle, uses time well & makes good choices. He follows directions & completes work! Terrific job!

_______ has made great progress using letter sounds to read & write. He is still easily distracted & has trouble paying attention at circle. He is a sweet boy & treats others nicely. He adds great details & does quality work! I loved being his teacher!

_______ has had a wonderful year. She is an excellent reader and writer. She contributes a lot to our class. She always completes projects & makes good choices. She is friendly & sweet. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has gained so much confidence. She is a great reader and writer. She always pays attention & shares great ideas at circle time, she always completes projects & makes good choices. She is friendly & sweet. I loved being her teacher!

_______ had a great year. He made good progress reading & writing. He contributes to discussions, follows directions & rules. He is working on writing legibly & he is sometimes distracted. He treats other children nicely. I loved being his teacher!

_______ has good readiness skills, she has made good progress using letters & sounds to read & write. She follows directions but needs reminders to stay on task & complete work. She does not participate much at circle yet. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has had a terrific year. He is doing a great job reading and writing. He is always engaged and actively participates, uses time well, and gets along well with other children. I loved being his teacher!
______ has had a wonderful year. She is a great reader and writer. She contributes many ideas at circle time, she always completes projects & makes good choices, she is competitive & tries hard. I loved being her teacher.

______ has made wonderful progress using letters and sounds to read & write. She makes good choices and is not disruptive at circle time but doesn’t participate a lot. She is friendly & follows rules. I loved being her teacher!

______ has made wonderful progress using letters and sounds to read & write. She makes good choices and is not disruptive at circle time but I’d like her to participate more. She follows rules and completes work. I loved being her teacher!

______ has had a wonderful year. She is an excellent reader and writer. She contributes great ideas at circle time & makes good choices. She always does Quality Work and adds special details. She is friendly & sweet, I loved being her teacher!

______ learned to write his name & draw recognizable people, he sometimes scribbles. He names some letters & sounds & is able to retell stories he hears. He seldom contributes to our discussions & does not use sounds to write yet. He is a sweet boy.

______ is active & fun loving. He has made a lot of progress using letters & sounds to read & write. He contributes a lot to discussions but needs reminders about rules, especially at specials. I loved being his teacher.

______ is doing a wonderful job reading and writing. He is cooperative and completes work. He is engaged at circle but doesn’t always contribute ideas. He uses time well & makes good choices. I loved being his teacher.

______ is a very sweet boy. He has great readiness skills and tries hard. His fine motor skills are young and make it hard to read his writing. He treats other children nicely and makes good choices. I loved being his teacher.
______ has had a wonderful year. She is an excellent reader and writer. She contributes great ideas at circle time, she always completes projects & makes good choices. She is friendly & sweet. I loved being her teacher!

______ has done a wonderful job in school. He is an excellent reader and writer, he contributes great ideas to discussions. He uses time well, follows directions and completes work. He has had a few separation problems. I loved being his teacher.

______ has made great academic progress! He uses sounds to read & write. He still needs reminders about treating others nicely & following rules. He shares his ideas at circle time & completes work. He fun loving & social. I loved getting to know him.

______ is doing a wonderful job reading and writing. She follows directions & completes work. She contributes to discussions, she needs a few reminders to settle down while working or at centers. She has added a lot to our class!

______ has done a wonderful job in Kindergarten. He is doing a great job reading & writing, he contributes to discussions & asks thoughtful questions. He is artistic and includes amazing details. I loved being his teacher.

______ has been a great addition to our class. He is doing very well reading and writing, he adds to discussions, follows directions & completes work! He has made friends and interacts nicely. He is doing a great job!

______ has good readiness skills and is using letters and sounds to write. She still needs many reminders to stay on task and always treat people nicely. She follows directions and is usually engaged at circle time. She has made good progress.

______ has had a wonderful year. He is a great reader and writer. He contributes a lot at circle time, follows directions and completes work. He needs a few reminders about teasing and remembering rules at specials. I loved being his teacher!
_______ has had a wonderful year. She is a great reader and writer. She contributes a lot at circle time & makes good choices. She follows directions & completes work, sometimes hurries a little. She is friendly & sweet, I loved being her teacher!

_______ has had a wonderful year. He is a great reader and writer. He contributes a lot at circle time, follows directions & makes good choices. He is very sensitive and can be emotional. He treats other children nicely. I loved being his teacher!

_______ has had a great year. He is doing a good job reading and writing. He shares his ideas, follows directions & usually completes work. He needs reminders about using an inside voice and staying on task. I loved being his teacher!

_______ has had a wonderful year. She is doing great using letters and sounds to read and write. She is quiet but shares ideas at circle time. She follows directions, completes work & makes good choices. I loved being her teacher!

_______ has done a wonderful job in school. He is an excellent reader and writer & he shares great ideas. He uses time well, and independently solves problems. He has good self control & treats others nicely. I loved being his teacher!

_______ has done a wonderful job in school. He is an excellent reader & writer. He contributes a lot at circle time & shares great ideas. He is very social & needs reminders to stay on task. He interacts well with friends. I loved being his teacher!

_____ has had a great year. She does a great job reading & writing and loves to share her ideas, she’s made progress remembering to raise her hand. She uses time well and makes good choices. I loved being her teacher!
________ has great verbal skills, and he is a good problem solver. He uses many learning strategies and often describes his own thinking. He is doing a great job reading and write interesting stories. He is cooperative and fun to have in class. I loved being his teacher!

______ has good skills & is gaining confidence reading & writing, he still takes a very long time to complete work. He has started participating more at circle time. He gets along well and follows rules. I loved being his teacher!

______ has had a great year. He participates often, tries hard, and makes good choices. His fine motor skills are young but he’s made good progress reading and writing. I loved being his teacher!

______ had a great year. He’s enthusiastic, friendly & fun. He needs occasional reminders to settle down and do his best work. He has good readiness skills & is starting to use letters & sounds to read & write. I loved being his teacher!

______ reads very well & he’s putting good effort into drawing. He’s made progress following directions, he’s working on self control. It’s difficult for him to be redirected or not get to do what he wants. He’s writing sentences I can read - great work!

______ has made great progress. He’s doing a great job using letters and sounds to read & write. He still does not participate much at circle, and he works very slowly. He’s friendly & follows rules. I loved being his teacher!

______ doing an amazing job reading & writing! He’s very active & has a hard time being still. He gets distracted at circle & takes a long time to complete projects but he puts effort into all his work. He has great skills. I loved being his teacher!

______ has made great progress. He’s doing a great job using letters and sounds to read & write. He still does not participate much at circle. He is working on neatness. He completes work & follows rules. I loved being his teacher!
______has had a wonderful year. He’s helpful, cooperative and tries hard. He’s made great progress using sounds to read and write. He shares ideas, asks good questions, follows directions and uses time well. I loved being his teacher!

______made good progress. She uses letters & sounds to read & write. She follows directions & completes work. She loves to join discussions, not always on topic. She’s sweet & affectionate & is gaining self control. I loved being her teacher!

______doing a wonderful job reading & writing. She’s working on self control & following rules. She does a great job on projects, but needs reminders to pay attention at circle. She’s fun loving & bright. I loved being her teacher!

______is doing a wonderful job reading & writing. He’s working on self control & following rules. He does a great job on projects, but needs reminders to pay attention at circle. He’s fun loving & bright. I loved being his teacher!

______had a great year! She’s doing a good job reading & writing. She participates, follows directions & completes work. ____ needs a few reminders to only worry about herself. She tries hard & makes good choices. I loved being her teacher!

______has good skills, he’s made great progress reading & writing. He still needs reminders about being respectful & following rules. He shares great ideas at circle time & completes his work. He’s fun loving & social. He added a lot to our class!